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ecology 23 21%

social justice 13 12%

reuse, recycle, repupose, 27 25%

activities that promote community health and well being 21 19%

civic responsibility to keep our world healthy 24 22%

yes 28 93%

no 1 3%

not applicable 1 3%

yes 2 7%

no 20 67%

not applicable 8 27%

yes 27 90%

no 2 7%

not applicable 1 3%

30 responses
Summary

What is your student number

E1417509

10840422

10868334

10887011

10857509

10792044

10860760

10827943

10868983

10172447

10810802

10838755

10747879

10867100

10852821

10880045

10002069

10882141

10874558

10764705

10845435

10843764

10882594

10850725

How do you define sustainability? Choose words that apply to your definition.

Did you participate in the festival by attending?

Did you write a paper?

Did you get to walk around the festival?

Did the assignment change your awareness, attitudes, values, or behavior about environment responsibility?

Cheli Fossum

https://plus.google.com/u/0/me?tab=oX
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I became aware of the importance of the environment and sustainability as a result of this assignment. 7 25%

My attitudes about sustainability or environmental responsibility changed as a result of the assignment. 10 36%

My values or behave changed with regard to sustainability or environmental responsibility as a result of the assignment. 4 14%

I became committed or involved in an environmental organization as a result of the assignment. 1 4%

This assignment did not cause me to change my attitudes, values or behavior relating to sustainability or environmental responsibility 6 21%

i have a new found appreciation green space, clean air, and clean water, and it broadened my awareness of eco-active groups in the Bay Area. 6 23%

It reinforced my eco-positive beliefs and I see how I need to be more responsible about environmental choices 9 35%

I am willing to try alternative transportation, and use better judgement on how i deal with waste, and conserve water. 8 31%

I am eager to volunteer to clean up the environment 2 8%

The festival was fun, but did not affect me. 1 4%

I became aware of the importance of the civic responsibility as a result of this assignment. 14 47%

My attitudes about civic responsibility changed as a result of the assignment. 6 20%

my values or behave changed with regard to  civic responsibility as a result of the assignment. 5 17%

I became committed or involved in a  civic-oriented organization as a result of the assignment. 0 0%

This assignment did not cause me to change my attitudes, values or behavior relating to  civic responsibility 5 17%

living simply so others can simply live 21 41%

supporting and improving the civil rights for those who can not speak for themselves is important for our community 14 27%

educating myself on each side of the topics before i make a decision. 16 31%

The festival changed my attitude about green space, clean air, and clean water.

Did the assignment change your awareness, attitudes, values, or behavior?

A few of the exhibits were related to social justice and civic responsibility; these exhibits gave me information about
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I volunteered because i did not want to write a long paper, but was glad i did volunteer.because some of the exhibits were interesting, and i felt like part of a community

I talked to students that i had never talked to this semester as a result of the festival and i am more eager to volunteer for other class experiences such as this.  Not only did i meet and talk to students, I did not feel alone in the class

The festival gave me the opportunity to network and build a study/career community 

I want to volunteer in other programs and really reach out to build more community strength

nothing, I did not feel like our group was a team. This was a waste of time, but at least i did not have to write a paper.

Students that participated in the festival experinced team building by volunteering to work the festival.

Number of daily responses


